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Plan of Action

- Currently Autocomplete for Google Places works, but only if the UIView containing the map is the first in the stack.
- If I push to the view containing the map and the UISearchBar and Search Display Controller, then a request is not made to the Google server and no results show up in the UITableViewCell.
- I have monitored the use of my Google Browser key that I have created and it shows that no requests are made when I call the server from a UIView in the middle of the stack, but requests are being made when I call the server from the first UIView.
- Therefore my next step is to figure out why requests are not being made when the UIView is in the middle of the stack and to figure out how I can make requests from any UIView.
Things to look for in Demo Video/Progress so far

- Autocompleting a search for an address works.
- When an address is selected, that location shows up on the map as a Placemark.
- I’ve obtained a personal Google Browser key and have succeeded in making calls to the Google server to check which Google Places exist for the characters that the user enters. Those results are then stored in a NSArray and then displayed in a UITableView in the current Search Display Controller. As the user continues to type, the NSArray gets updated with the new matching Google Places.
My progress so far- iOS simulator video
Future Goals

- I need to figure out how to make a request to the Google server from any view in the stack, not necessarily the first one.

- I need to create a “Done” button that when clicked will check to make sure that the user has entered all necessary information about the new event and if so, will store the entered data to then be passed on to the back-end and eventually be shown on the main screen.
At Byron Bay, NSW - the most Easterly point in Australia

The view from next to the lighthouse after the hike there.
Exploring Australia

On a tour-bus to Nimbin - a hippy town near Byron Bay. I rose to the occasion and wore some of my newly purchased hippy pants and a headband.

Exploring the Nimbin Museum

暹粒 makes war

Live simply so other may simply live.

This is a lump of White Sugar: highly addictive, chemical ridden, refined to death and bleached white.
Visiting a dam on the way back from Nimbin. We also saw some waterfalls and had a BBQ (or Barbie as Australians say).

The boys have passed out as we wait for our bus back to Brisbane after a long and adventurous weekend.
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